
 

 
 

Lemoyne Star Constellation Supply List 
Instructor: Maria Rogers  

(marianaito@hotmail.com) 

 
 

Required: Rapid Fire Lemoyne Star ruler (Studio 180). $29.25 (Please request at time of 

booking if you need to purchase the above and we will have ready for you at class.)  
 
FABRIC requirements  
The sampler pictured was made with a scrappy background of light creams. It also works well 
using just one fabric for your background, and is fantastic with a dark background with bright 
stars.  
 
STARS: 
* 1 1/2- 2 yards of assorted medium/dark value fabrics. Fat quarters are ok. BUT 4 pieces at 
least 4” x WOF are needed for the larger stars 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 *1 1/2 - 2 yards of assorted light value fabrics (scrappy look) or just one fabric.  Again, fat 
quarters are ok, but you will need 4 pieces at least 5” x WOF 
 
2/3 yard for border and 1/3 yard for binding.  
 
Other Supplies:  

6” x 12” and/or 6” x 24” rulers   
Sewing machine in good working order, 1⁄4” foot, and remember your foot pedal and power 

cord!   

Thread   

Rotary cutter (new blade!) and cutting mat   

Pins   

Scissors   

Seam ripper   

Stiletto, Purple Thang or similar  
Optional:  
Best Press or similar product, Invisigrip (highly recommended) or something similar on your 

ruler to prevent slipping.   
 
Pre-cutting:    
 
From your fabrics please precut the following so we can start straight away to make a few 
various size stars in class.  
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Bring the rest of your fabric as well, as we probably will have time to make more. 
 
The 2 Star strips needed for each block can be both the same color or complementary to 
alternate the points. 
Please keep Star size pieces together. 
 
3" Star  
Background : 2x 2 1/2" x 10" strips  
Star.:  2x. 11/4"x 10" strip 
 
6" Star 
Background: 2x. 31/4"x  
16" 
Star:  2x. 2"x16" 
 
12" Star 
Background : 2x 43/4"x24" 
Star: 2x 31/4"x24" long  
 
 

  

 


